Re: Crash of Pakistan International Airlines Flight PK8303
June 4, 2020
To victim families,
Our thoughts and prayers are with you and your loved ones. Decades of
experience representing victims of air disasters has taught us the depth of
your sorrow. Mere words are insufficient, but please accept our sincere
condolences.
We provide you with this information to help you confront legal challenges you
will face seeking justice from those responsible for the loss of your loved ones.
GENERAL INFORMATION
The following four points you need to know immediately:
1. Do not discuss your case with representatives of the aircraft company,
the airline, insurers or anyone else other than your family, your doctors,
or your lawyers. While corporate representatives may seem sympathetic
and helpful, their goal is to protect their employers and settle your claim
as cheaply as possible.
2. Start a diary/journal in which you record all your suffering—both
physical and emotional. Preserve all financial records including income,
taxes, business and corporate records, bank accounts, and budgets.
Further, keep records of all medical treatment and all expenses.
3. Seek out psychological/grief counseling. Not only can it be vital for
your mental health, but it will also document your suffering, which will
help prove the extent of your damages when the time comes.
4. All victims need legal advice from lawyers skilled in these
complicated aviation disaster cases. The sooner your lawyers start
working on your behalf, the more successful they will be.
FACTS
On Friday, May 22, 2020, at about 2:37 p.m. local time, Pakistan International
Airlines (PIA) Flight PK8303 crash landed only 1.9 miles short of the airport
runway in the Model Colony neighborhood of Karachi, Sindh Province, Pakistan,
killing at least 89 passengers, 8 crew members and 1 local resident.
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Additionally, 7 local-residents of the Model Colony were injured as the plane
crash landed into their community and homes.
The plane, an Airbus 320 twin engine turbofan, departed Lahore-Allama Iqbal
International Airport, Pakistan at 1:05 p.m. local time. According to one of the
two passengers who survived the crash, Muhammed Zubair, the flight was
uneventful until the plane began its descent into Karachi-Jinnah International
Airport for landing. “No one was aware that the plane was about to crash,” he
said. “They were flying the plane in a smooth manner.”
The pilots, captain Sajjad Gul (who had 18,000 flight hours of experience) and
first officer Usman Azam, aborted an initial landing attempt.
The departure from Lahore and the flight to Karachi was uneventful gradually
reaching a cruising altitude of 34,000 feet. They began their descent 1 hour
and 10 minutes into the flight, descending from 34,000 feet to 10,000 feet in
10.5 minutes. Then descended from 10,000 feet to the sea level elevation of
the airport in just under 4 minutes. A steep descent.
It has also been reported that the pilot ignored Air Traffic Control warnings
regarding the height and speed of the aircraft as it made its descent. Air
Traffic Control issued it’s first warning when the plane was 15-nautical miles
from the airport and flying at an altitude of 10,000 feet instead of the
recommended 7,000 feet. A second warning was issued at 10-nautical miles
from the airport as the plane was flying at an altitude of 7,000 feet instead of
the recommended 3,000 feet. The pilot responded that he was satisfied with
the altitude, able to handle the situation and was prepared for landing.
Pakistan’s Civil Aviation Authority has reported that the landing gear failed to
deploy during the first failed landing attempt, remaining in the retracted
position. Friction mark evidence showed three sets of scrape marks on the
runway, between the 4,500 foot mark and the 7,000 foot mark indicating that
both engines struck the runway at least 3 times. It is possible that this ground
contact caused damage to both engines before the pilot aborted the initial
landing making it difficult for the plane to maintain altitude as it attempted to
go-around for a second landing.
Click here for a video on the runway evidence.

He later radioed Air Traffic Control reporting landing gear issues and the failure
of both engines. Air Traffic Control confirmed to the pilot that he was cleared
to use either of the airport's two runways, requesting, "Confirm your attempt
on belly?"
The pilot told the controller, "we are returning back, sir, we have lost engines."
Twelve seconds later, he declared a mayday emergency, which was the final
communication with the aircraft.
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The plane crash-landed in the crowded residential neighborhood of Model
Colony, just short of the runway perimeter. Local residents are already calling
on the government to move the airport away from residential areas.
Only two passengers, Zafar Masud, the President of the Bank of Punjab, and
Muhammed Zubair, an engineer, are known to have survived. They were both
seated near the front of the aircraft.
According to observers, the crash scene was a fiery pandemonium. Zubair,
who miraculously suffered only minor injuries, said he lost consciousness
following the crash. He awoke to a nightmare. “I could hear screams from all
directions. Kids and adults. All I could see was fire. I couldn’t see any people
– just hear their screams.”
According to Meeran Yousaf, the provincial health department spokeswoman,
there were another eight victims on the ground. All eight were initially
hospitalized with one later dying. Most of the ground victims were women and
children as many of the men of the area were gathered at mosques to offer
Friday prayers. “The men were praying at the nearby mosque, Masjid-e-Bilal,
which is 100 meters from where the plane crashed,” local resident Amir
Chaudhry told Associated Press.
Authorities are still struggling to identify all the victims. Many of the bodies
were badly burned in the fires following the crash. Family members of the
deceased are providing DNA samples to help identify the remaining victims.
The crash comes at pivotal time for Pakistan. Earlier the week of the crash,
Pakistan resumed domestic flights ahead of Eid ul-Fitr, which marks the end
of the holy month of Ramadan following a country-wide lockdown since midMarch due to the Coronavirus pandemic. Many of the passengers aboard the
flight were families returning home for the holiday, Science Minister Fawad
Ahmed Chaudhry said. Airlines such as PIA are eager to resume more flights
as the industry has lost more than $300 billion in ticket sales due to the
Coronavirus outbreak.
INVESTIGATION
It is too early in the investigation to reach firm conclusions on fault in this
tragic crash. Often, there is more than one cause of a plane crash. In 70 years
of representing victims of accidents, Herrmann Law Group has seen that
safety measures can be expensive. Frequently, safety is sacrificed in
manufacture and maintenance of equipment. Too often management policies
are more concerned with profit margins than safe aircraft. Some combination
of faulty design, a manufacturing error, poor maintenance, inadequate
training, insufficient operating and safety manuals, and a poor cockpit crew
response leads to these disasters.
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One thing is clear: the crash was not the fault of the passengers, the cabin
crew, or the victims on the ground. They were entirely innocent.
Fortunately, the flight data recorder and cockpit voice recorder, commonly
known as the “black box,” have been recovered from the wreckage. Analysis
of this data will provide valuable insights regarding the ultimate cause of this
crash.
While an in-depth investigation of this tragic loss needs to be fully conducted,
here are the current reported facts:
1. The plane involved was an Airbus A320-200, Manufacturer Serial
Number (MSN) 2274, registration number AP-BLD, equipped with two
CFM56-5B4/P engines.
2. The plane was assembled in Toulouse, France.
3. The engines, CFM56-5B4/P’s, were assembled by CFM International, a
partnership between GE Aviation, a division of General Electric of the
United States, and Safran Aircraft Engines (formerly Snecma), a division
of Safran of France. The engine component parts were manufactured by
various companies all over the world.
4. The engines were installed in February and May 2019.
5. The landing gear was installed in October 2014. Servicing and
replacement were required after 10 years.
6. Ownership records indicate the plane is owned by GE Capital Aviation
Services (GECAS). It was delivered to China Eastern Airlines on August
16, 2004, on a lease from GECAS, and took its first flight on August 17,
2004. On October 30, 2014, it was leased to Pakistan International
Airlines.
7. Airbus reports that the plane had logged 47,100 flight hours and 25,860
flights as of Friday, May 22, 2020.
8. Airworthiness documents show that the
government check on November 1, 2019.

plane

last

received

a

9. The last routine maintenance was conducted on March 21, 2020,
according to PIA’s engineering department. Further, PIA’s chief engineer
signed a separate certificate on April 28, 2020, saying all maintenance
had been conducted and stated “the aircraft is fully airworthy and meets
all safety” standards.
10. The plane remained grounded from March 22, 2020, until May 7, 2020,
due to flight cancellations as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic.
11. According to a statement from the Ministry of Aviation, the pilot of the
aircraft was “a senior-most A320 pilot with extensive flight experience.”
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State-owned Pakistan International Airlines has been in operation since 1946
and has a checkered aviation safety record with a number of airliner crashes.
This is the second plane crash for the state-owned carrier in less than four
years. Pakistan’s International chairman resigned in late 2016, less than a
week after the crash of an ATR 42 turboprop that killed 47 people. Additionally,
most of Pakistan International Airlines’ planes were banned from flying within
the European Union in 2007 due to safety concerns over its aging fleet.
Pakistan International Airlines is no longer on the EU blacklist. However, the
airline suffered as many as 51 safety related incidents before Friday’s crash,
according to data from Aviation Safety Network.
There is speculation engine failure may have caused the crash landing.
Inspection of the plane’s engines, including all component parts, will need to
be carefully completed to determine if a component failure contributed to
overall engine failure. If this is found to be true, then it will need to be
determined whether CFM International, its sub-divisions GE Aviation and/or
Safran, or another component manufacture is liable for the faulty part.
Further, at least one civil aviation official has stated the plane may have been
unable to lower the landing gear as it attempted to land. There could be a
design defect and lack of warning relating to the “lock out” system controlling
the hydraulic system controlling the landing gear. This will need to be
investigated further.
As the pilot attempted to abort the landing, both engines contacted the ground,
damaging the engines to such a degree that they failed, preventing the aircraft
from safely going around for a second landing attempt.
Did the failure of an engine component lead to complete engine failure? Did
the landing gear fail to deploy as the pilot made a first landing attempt forcing
the plane to abort landing and go around? Did Pakistan International Airlines
fail to properly maintain the aircraft? Did pilot error on initial landing attempts
result in catastrophic aircraft damage that lead to the crash-landing? These
unanswered questions and more will be examined in the coming days and
months as investigators attempt to determine what caused the catastrophic
end of Flight PK303.
All the evidence will be collected and preserved. Rest assured the cause or
causes of the crash will be determined once the investigation is completed.
Those responsible will be held accountable.
JURISDICTION
Jurisdiction in airline cases is complicated and victims and their families will
need experienced attorneys to help navigate they legal system. Jurisdiction
refers to where a lawsuit may be brought against the at-fault parties to obtain
justice and full compensation for a loss. There may be multiple localities with
jurisdiction over a case. Lawyers with expertise will need to advise you in
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which jurisdiction you have the best chances of obtaining fair and full
compensation for your loss.
It is clear that there will be jurisdiction in Pakistan. Also, it is possible there
will be jurisdiction in the United States, France, and/or other localities as the
investigation reveals at-fault parties. You need legal representation with
significant aviation and litigation experience in foreign countries. Herrmann
Law Group has this experience. We are working in association with Alam Law
Group and currently working on an association agreement with a premier
Pakistani law firm to ensure exceptional client service in navigating these
difficult matters.
COMPENSATION
Issues of the amount of compensation are unique to individual victims. The
death of a loved one is immeasurable. The loss of love and affection,
companionship, support and other financial losses can amount to substantial
sums of money depending upon family relationships, age of the victim, and
actual and potential earnings.
Many factors go into calculating the just amount. We fully prepare every
aspect of a case, using experts when necessary, to maximize your just award.
Our work begins immediately so we can recover money for our clients as soon
as possible.
In previous cases, we’ve recovered as much as several million dollars. For
specific amounts, please review our “Firm Record” and “Our Team” sections
on our website and at the end of this letter.
We want to be clear, however, that past results do not guarantee any amount
for future recoveries. Each case is determined on its own merits.
The Herrmann Law Group has been successfully representing clients in
aviation disasters for decades.
We invite all to contact us for a free, personal, and private
consultation with no commitments required.
Feel free to contact any of the following:
Charles Herrmann at cell/WhatsApp: 001.206.488.5911 / charles@hlg.lawyer
Lara Herrmann at cell/WhatsApp: 001.253.380.5272 / lara@hlg.lawyer
Mark Lindquist at cell/WhatsApp: 001.206.334-2672 / mark@hlg.lawyer
Muhammad M. Alam at cell/WhatsApp: 001.647.966.2526 /
muhammad@thealamlaw.com
M. Aftab Alam at cell/WhatsApp: 001.647.835.6804 /
maftab@thealamlaw.com
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Or any of our other attorneys at either of our two offices:
Seattle Office: 001.206.625.9104
Tacoma Office: 001.253.627.8142
Respectfully,
HERRMANN LAW GROUP

ALAM LAW

Attorney at Law
Direct: 206.488.5911
Email: charles@hlg.lawyer
Website: www.hlg.lawyer

Founder & Managing Attorney
Direct: 001.647.966.2526
Email: muhammad@thealamlaw.com
Website: www.thealamlaw.com

Charles Herrmann
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Record
HERRMANN LAW GROUP has been continuously representing victims of numerous aviation and
other mass transit disaster cases for the last 35 years. From the Soviet shoot down of Korean
Air KAL 007 to currently representing 20 families in the recent Lion Air crash in Indonesia.
Our record of success speaks for itself. We have recovered over $225 million for our clients.
Here is our record of successful cases:
KAL 007: In 1983, a Soviet MIG shot down Korean Air flight KAL 007 after it
had wandered off course deep into Soviet territory during its flight from New
York to Seoul, Korea. History records this incident as second closest the USA
and the Soviet Union came to starting World War III, behind only the Cuban
Missile crisis. After interviewing numerous U.S. law firms, the families of 89 of
the 102 Koreans who died in this disaster chose HERRMANN LAW GROUP to
represent them. Charles Herrmann’s role in winning the case was portrayed
in the HBO movie Tailspin and featured in the book Death of Flight 007.
Arrow Air: In 1985, a charter flight of Arrow Air carrying 256
members of the U.S. Army 101st Airborne Division crashed. Shortly
after takeoff at the airport in Gander, Newfoundland, Canada the
plane crashed and burst into flames, killing everyone aboard. The
parents of our only hometown trooper chose us to represent them.
KE 801: In 1997, Korean Airlines crashed its flight KE 801
into Nimitz Hill while trying to land at Agana, Guam in bad
weather. Approximately half of the passengers survived the
initial impact only to burn to death in the ensuing fire. There
were a handful of survivors.
The victims came together to select a committee and
chairman. They screened all the U.S. aviation firms until they
selected 10 firms to make presentations.
After the
presentations, 56 families chose our firm. The second biggest
group any law firm had was 14. We recovered in excess of $92,000,000.00.
CI 611: In 2002, China Airlines flight CI 611 disintegrated
over the Straight of Taiwan during a flight from Taipei,
Taiwan to Hong Kong, China. Our investigation revealed
that the plane came apart as a result of faulty repairs at the
direction of Boeing, the company that had built the plane.
All people on board were killed. Like the Koreans, the
Taiwanese came together to form a group to interview all
the U.S. lawyers interested in representing them. All but a
handful of the victims chose our law firm to represent them;
recovering in excess of $26 million U.S. dollars.
CA 129: Also, in 2002, China Air flight CA 129 from Beijing crashed into
a mountain while attempting to land at Busan, Korea. 86 of the 97
victims chose us to represent them. The case was concluded before the
Supreme Court of Korea and we obtained a judgment several times the
amount that Korean courts have traditionally awarded for wrongful
deaths and personal injuries totaling more than $23 Million.

NTPS: In 2003, a Korean Air Force Major was selected to attend
a highly specialized course at the National Test Pilot School near
Rosamond, California.
In his first training flight with an
instructor, the plane crashed killing both men.
We are
particularly proud of the fact that the incident landed on the
Korean Air Force Attaché’s desk at the Korean Embassy in
Washington D.C. where he proceeded to conduct a meticulous survey of U.S. aviation firms.
He made the final decision to refer that deceased Major’s widow to our firm. We collected
$4,000,000.00 for his family.
TA 390: In 2008, TACA Airlines flight TA 390 ran off the runway
while attempting to land at the airport in Tegucigalpa,
Honduras. We filed the first lawsuit in the USA on behalf of
several of our Honduran clients. Five survivor cases filed in the
USA have been settled for as much as $1,750,000.00. Denied
justice in the courts of El Salvador, we are now representing 28
victims before the Inter-American Court of Human Rights in
Central America.
MI JOO BUS CRASH: In December of 2012, the grossly
overworked driver of a Mi Joo Tour Bus lost control on snow
and ice upon the roadway to plummet off a cliff with 45
passengers onboard resulting in 9 deaths and dozens of
catastrophically injured victims. Herrmann led all plaintiff
attorneys in reaching agreement with the defense to pay
their maximum policy limits (C$10 million) and then to
submit the question of each victim’s damages to a single
arbitrator. The total award for our clients was a pro rata
share of the C$10 million based upon total combined evaluations of $14,364,389.00.
OZ 214: Asiana air crash at San Francisco Airport in July 6, 2013. A combination of an
inadequately trained crew, defects in the
design of the plane’s auto throttle, and
malfunctioning evacuating slides resulted in
the aircraft striking the seaside bulkhead
while landing at San Francisco. The
HERRMANN LAW GROUP represented most of
the cabin crew as well as many of the
passengers onboard the flight securing well
deserved, as we demanded, but confidential, compensation for these victims.
RIDE THE DUCKS: On September 24, 2015, an
amphibious vehicle, converted by Ride the
Ducks International into a civilian “Duck Boat”
operated by Ride the Ducks Seattle. The Duck
boat collided with a tour bus on the “Aurora
Bridge.” In 2013, Ride the Ducks International
became aware that the axel housings on Duck
Boats such as this could be dangerously
defective; they needed to be thoroughly
checked and repaired. Ride the Ducks
International published a warning to its own
operators in the form of a service bulletin, but it
failed to successfully inform its franchisee, Ride the Ducks Seattle. We represented three
injured and one Decedent onboard the tour bus winning a settlement of $9,000,000.00 USD.

LION AIR JT610: On March 6, 2019, the HERRMANN LAW
GROUP filed a lawsuit against The Boeing Company in the
United States on behalf of the families of 17 victims of the
deadly crash involving a Boeing 737-8 Max shortly after takeoff
from Jakarta, Indonesia on October 29, 2018. We are now
representing the families of 46 victims. We will prove that
Boeing, not only provided defective equipment on a brand new
737 MAX, but also driven by market competition, Boeing
intentionally concealed new computer program from pilots to
avoid expensive, but necessary training costs.
ETHIOPIAN AIRLINES ET 302: On March 10, 2019,
a brand-new Boeing 737 MAX crashed because of
defective equipment. Shortly thereafter, the Boeing
737 MAX was grounded worldwide. The equipment
failure and circumstances of the Ethiopian Airlines
crash are highly similar to the equipment failure and
crash of Lion Air JT 610. HLG is now representing four
victim families from the disaster. Lawyers from the firm
are in Ethiopia and are available for consultation.
It is important to understand that results in prior cases do not reflect compensation in future
cases. Each accident is different; just as each victim’s injuries are unique. Nonetheless, we
believe proven results reflect the competency and experience of our legal team. Here is an
itemized list of our settlements/awards in previous mass transit disaster cases:
#

Flight/Bus

Description

Settlement/Award

1

KAL 007

42-year-old married businessman

2-3

KAL 007

63-year-old retired man & wife

$1,575,000.00

$10,000,000.00

4

KAL 007

44-year-old cruise ship purser

$2,275,000.00

5-8

KAL 007

34-year-old housewife & 2 children

$2,225,000.00

8

KAL 007

19-year-old student

$575,000.00

9

KAL 007

20-year-old student

$575,000.00

10

KAL 007

32-year-old travel agent

$575,000.00

11

KAL 007

44-year-old businessman

$3,275,000.00

12-89

KAL 007

90

Arrow Air

19-year-old single soldier

91

KE 801

52-year-old executive

$2,000,000.00

92

KE 801

47-year-old married businessman

$2,586,244.79

93

KE 801

60-year-old retired single tax officer

94

KE 801

36-year-old housewife

95

KE 801

34-year-old single clinic manager

96

KE 801

38-year-old married school teacher

$2,185,000.00

97

KE 801

40-year-old single businessman

$1,500,000.00

98

KE 801

23-year-old female college student

$825,000.00

99

KE 801

38-year-old single computer tech.

$825,000.00

100

KE 801

13-year-old survivor

(78) - Koreans combined

$7,800,000.00
$650,000.00

$825,000.00
$1,500,000.00
$750,000.00

$3,500,000.00

101

KE 801

32-year-old married businessman

$2,500,000.00

102

KE 801

45-year-old married businessman

$2,000,000.00

103

KE 801

42-year-old married businesswoman

$2,600,000.00

104

KE 801

25-year-old single businesswoman

$2,500,000.00

105

KE 801

46-year-old lawyer & 9-year-old son

$3,000,000.00

106

KE 801

36-year-old married businessman

$6,250,000.00

107

KE 801

27-year-old single travel agent

$750,000.00

108

KE 801

24-year-old housewife survivor

$5,500,000.00

109

KE 801

29-year-old single executive survivor

$850,000.00

110

KE 801

18-year-old high school student

$850,000.00

111

KE 801

32-year-old single physician

112

KE 801

11-year-old student

113

KE 801

38-year-old married executive

$1,500,000.00

114

KE 801

27-year-old survivor

$2,550,000.00

115

KE 801

24-year-old survivor

$3,500,000.00

116

KE 801

26-year-old single technician

$750,000.00

117

KE 801

72-year-old widow

$750,000.00

118

KE 801

41-year-old married businessman

119

KE 801

23-year-old single female model

120

KE 801

42-year-old married businessman

$2,375,000.00

121

KE 801

24-year-old female computer tech

$4,650,000.00

122-147

KE 801

(26) Partial cases combined

148

CI 611

48-year-old restaurateur

$1,700,000.00
$850,000.00

$3,200,000.00
$750,000.00

$30,000,000.00
$3,500,000.00

149

CI 611

57-year-old businessman

150-208

CI 611

(59) - Taiwanese combined

$26,375,000.00

$3,265,000.00

209-301

CA 129

(86) Koreans Combined

$22,360,000.00

302

NTPS

38-year-old Air Force Major

303

TA 390

52-year-old injured business woman

$1,750,00.00

304

TA 390

31-year-old injured secretary

$300,000.00

305

TA 390

64-year-old injured attorney

$90,000.00

306

TA 390

46-year-old injured construction owner

$90,000.00

$4,000,000.00

307

TA 390

55-year-old injured government employee

308-320

Mi Joo

13 Victims Combined Evaluation

321-332

Mi Joo

11 Victims UIM Settlements

333-345

OZ 214

13 injured Cabin Crew & Passengers

346-349

Duck Boat

1 Decedent & 3 injured

350-351

Amtrak
Lion Air
JT610
Ehtiopian
Airlines
ET302

2 injured

Pending

46 Decedents

Pending

4 Decedents

Pending

352-395
396-399

TOTAL

$90,000.00
$14,364,389.00
$455,000.00
Confidential
$9,000,000.00

$225,250,000.00+

OUR LEGAL TEAM
Karl Herrmann (1915–1997) founded HERRMANN LAW
GROUP in 1950. Karl was first elected to the Washington State
Senate in 1956 where he was immediately appointed
chairman of the Senate Standing Committee on Banks,
Financial Institutions and Insurance. He later chaired a
Special Joint Interim Committee on Insurance that catapulted
him to election as the Washington State Insurance
Commissioner in 1968. Because of his tough pro-consumer
stance against insurance companies, the people reelected
him in 1972 by such a wide margin that he set the record as
the first person in the history of the State of Washington to
receive a million votes.

President Lyndon B. Johnson
congratulates Karl Herrmann on
the passage of federal insurance
law protecting people from the
abuses of insurance companies.

Among his many accomplishments, he created Personal
Injury Protection (PIP) which is vital to people who have been
injured in auto accidents. He also led Washington to become
the first state in the nation to create a guaranty fund that
pays policy holders when an insurance company goes
bankrupt. He was also instrumental in extending medical
insurance coverage to chiropractors and to drug and alcohol
treatment centers during his tenures in public office. He
gained national recognition spearheading national insurance
legislation when President Lyndon B. Johnson awarded him
the first pen he used to sign new consumer legislation.

It is Karl Herrmann’s principles in championing the rights of injured people that HERRMANN
LAW GROUP is proud to carry on in our practice today.
Charles Herrmann is our CEO and senior litigator in our wrongful death
and personal injury department. A Vietnam veteran, he left the army a
Captain after serving as an Engineer Advisor with the 5th Vietnamese Ranger
Group. Returning home, he won the Dean’s Medal for Legal Argument at
Gonzaga University School of Law where he graduated in 1975.
He began his legal career as a Pierce County Deputy Sheriff serving as an
investigator in the White-Collar Crime Unit of the Prosecuting Attorney’s
office. Upon being admitted to the bar he was appointed to a full Deputy
Prosecuting Attorney position where he was soon appointed head of a Joint
Law Enforcement Task Force addressing juvenile prostitution. In that
capacity he was assigned detectives from the Tacoma Police Department and the Pierce
County Sheriff’s office as well as coordinating action with a Special Investigations Unit in
Washington State Patrol and the Military Police at Ft. Lewis and McCord Air Force Base. Their
combined efforts resulted in numerous felony pimping convictions of criminals preying on
teenage girls.
He then went into private practice with his father, where after several years practicing in the
criminal defense arena, he moved into the field of wrongful death and personal injury. He
assumed the mantle of CEO of our law firm in 1976.
Charles gained an international reputation for his part in the litigation that arose out of the
controversial shoot down of Korean Air Lines flight “KAL 007” by the Soviet Union over
Sakhalin Island in 1983. He represented the families of 89 victims. After secret and lengthy
negotiations in Korea, Herrmann was able to secure the testimony of another Korean Air Lines
747 pilot - that literally cracked the case against the U.S. Federal Government and KAL. His
role was portrayed in the HBO movie Tailspin and featured in the definitive book on the case

Death of Flight 007. He eventually recovered $10 million dollars for one family alone and
millions more for the rest of his clients.
In the late 90’s Herrmann worked as a volunteer with the Center for Human Rights (Centro
Derechos Humanos) in San Cristobal de Las Casas, Chiapas, Mexico where he served as an
International Observer for the peace talks between the Mexican government and the
Zapatistas as well as in the subsequent national elections, observing the voting process in
several villages deep within the Lacandon jungle (La Selva Lacandona).
Herrmann then led the firm in recovering in excess of $92 million dollars for 56 families of the
victims of the crash of Korean Air flight KE 801 on August 6, 1997 near Agana, Guam. Further,
he recovered $4 million dollars for the family of a Korean Air Force Major killed in a tragic
accident at the National Test Pilot School in California. He then concluded cases before the
Korean courts for 86 victims in the crash of Air China flight CA 129 that crashed while
attempting to land at the Gim Hae airport near Busan in the spring of 2002 as Korea hosted
the World Cup. At the same time, he successfully represented the families of 62 people killed
in the disintegration of China Airlines flight CI 611 over the Straight of Taiwan.
Currently, Charles is leading an international team of lawyers representing 33 Hispanic victims
of the crash of TACA flight 390 that overshot the runway while attempting to land at
Tegucigalpa, Honduras. Five survivor cases filed in the USA, the largest of which settled for
$1,750,000.00. The remaining cases are currently being litigated in Honduras or before the
Inter-American Court of Human Rights in Costa Rica.
He also successfully represented 13 victims of the crash of the Mi Joo Korean tour bus that
plunged over a cliff near Pendleton, Oregon in December of 2012. Finally, he is representing
multiple victims of the crash of Asiana flight OZ 214 at San Francisco in July of 2013 before
the U.S. District Court in Oakland, California.
He just successfully concluded the representation of numerous victims in the spectacular air
crash of Asiana flight OZ 214 at the San Francisco International Airport in the summer of
2013.
The same is true with the widely publicized crash involving a Ride the Ducks amphibious
vehicle on the Aurora Bridge in Seattle. Herrmann just settled our four cases for over $8
million dollars.
He was chosen by the family of Antonio Zambrano-Montes, who was killed by police in Pasco,
Washington on February 10, 2015 that gained international attention when the shooting was
captured on several cell phone videos. That case has been successfully settled against the
police.
He takes great pride in the firm’s tradition of representing the average person, “the little guy,”
against airlines, transportation companies, governments, Lloyds of London, and other giants
of the insurance industry.
Email: Charles@hlg.lawyer
Lara Herrmann zealously represents victims against insurance companies
and corporations in cases of personal injury, wrongful death, and medical
malpractice. She cares about her clients. As owner and CEO of Herrmann
Law Group, she has honed her skills representing clients nationally and
internationally for two decades.
Currently, Lara is advocating for victim families in the crash of Ethiopian
Airlines ET 302 out of Addis Ababa as well as the crash of Lion Air JT 610 in
Indonesia. In June of 2019, Lara and her father Charles Herrmann joined
faculty from the Seattle University of Law for an international symposium
at Addis Ababa University. They discussed the ET 302 crash, Boeing’s

responsibility, and aviation law. Their talk also included information for victim families.
Working with the team at HLG, Lara also represents victims from the Amtrak Cascades
passenger train that derailed in Du Pont, Washington, students from the University of
Washington marching band who were injured when their school bus overturned, and victims
of vaping. HLG filed the first vaping lawsuit in Washington State.
Lara earned “Rising Star” status three times in Washington Law & Politics. She has also been
named one of the Top 100 trial lawyers by The National Trial Lawyers. She focuses on fast
results and just compensation for her clients, whether they were injured in a car crash or a
mass casualty disaster. On every case, she is committed to the care her clients deserve.
Lara has won millions of dollars in just compensation for her clients. Along with the team at
HLG, Lara contributed invaluable legal services to injured and deceased victims of some of
the world’s most tragic mass casualty disasters, including the mid-air explosion of China
Airlines CI 611 and the crash of China Air flight CA 129. HLG recovered $49 million dollars for
their clients in those two cases. Along with Charles Herrmann and a team of attorneys, Lara
also represented the parents of Antonio Zambrano Montes who was shot and killed by police
officers in Pasco, Washington.
Most recently, Lara and HLG won more than nine million dollars for their clients in the “Ride
the Ducks” crash case.
As a third-generation trial lawyer, Lara is driven by the values of her family. Her grandfather,
former Washington State Senator and Insurance Commissioner Karl Herrmann, believed in
advocating for those who needed justice. Now working with her father, Charles, Lara is proud
to continue the family tradition. She is passionate about sharing these values.
Lara has made it a priority to volunteer her time to causes that promote the best of the legal
world. To this end, Lara created the Seattle University School of Law Woman of the Year
Award to honor outstanding women in the legal field, served as a leader in Washington Women
Lawyers, and taught trial skills at the Trial Advocacy Program for Louisiana State University
Law School.
Lara lives in Tacoma, Washington with her two children, Amelia and John. In her free time,
she enjoys staying active and creative outlets. She plays tennis, ballroom dances, and studies
painting.
Email: Lara@hlg.lawyer
Richard Brown has worked closely with Charles Herrmann on major
aviation disaster cases for decades. His experience in managing the
complexities of aviation litigation is unparalleled and he is widely regarded
as a leading expert in the field of aviation law.
Before attending law school, Richard worked for the Canadian International
Development Agency in Guatemala on rural development and technology
at the village level. He returned to Guatemala while a law student to lead
a human rights investigation sponsored by the National Lawyers Guild.
Richard began his career working at the law firm of Stark, Stewart, Simon
& Sparrow in Oakland, California while attending law school at John F.
Kennedy School of Law. In 1982, he began working as an associate attorney in the Law Office
of Melvin M. Belli and later became a managing partner of Belli, Belli, Brown. Currently Richard
is the CEO of the Law Offices of Richard E. Brown and serves as Of-Counsel for HERRMANN
LAW GROUP.
Over the course of his career, Richard has provided counsel to numerous victims and family
members of some of the worlds most notorious aviation disaster including: Pan Am flight 759
which was forced down by a microburst shortly after takeoff near Kenner, Louisiana in 1982;

Korean Airlines flight KAL 007 which was shot down by a Soviet MIG in 1983; Gulf Air flight
771 which crashed in the desert near Mina Jebel Ali on approach to Abu Dhabi after a bomb
exploded in the baggage compartment in 1983; Delta Airlines flight 191 which crash landed
a mile short of the runway at Dallas Fort Worth International Airport after encountering a
microburst in 1985; Arrow Air flight 1285 which crashed and burned about half a mile from
the runway after takeoff near Gander, Newfoundland, Canada, killing all 248 passengers and
8 crew members onboard in 1985; the 1986 Cerritos Mid-Air Collision in which Aeromexico
flight 498 was clipped in the tail by a private passenger plane near Los Angeles, California;
Pacific Southwest Airlines flight 1771 which crashed in Cayacos, California, as a result of a
murder-suicide by a passenger in 1987; Aloha Airlines flight 243 which suffered extensive
damage following an explosive decompression in 1988; United Airlines flight 881 which
suffered a cargo door failure, resulting in explosive decompression blowing out several rows
of seats near Honolulu, Hawaii in 1989; Korean Airlines flight 801 which crashed into Nimitz
Hill while trying to land at Agana, Guam in 1997; TACA flight 390 which overran the runway
while attempting to land at Tegucigalpa’s Toncontin International Airport in 2008; and Asiana
Airlines flight OZ 241 which crashed into a sea bulkhead while attempting to land at San
Francisco International Airport in 2013.
Richard as also served as the Chairperson of the Aviation Law Section of the Association of
Trial Lawyers of America, now the American Association for Justice.
In addition to his career in aviation law, Richard has represented many victims of mass torts
including the MGM Grand fire in 1980 which left 85 dead and more than 600 injured; victims
of birth defects caused by the drug Bendectin which was litigated in Cincinnati, Ohio; and
victims of the Dupont Plaza Hotel arson in San Juan, Puerto Rico in 1985.
Over the course of his career, Richard has participated in litigation across the globe. He has
conducted civil discovery in Africa, Germany, Korea, Australia, Canada, Fiji, Pakistan, and the
Middle East.
In his spare time, Richard is an active participant in his community. He is a former Command
Staff Lieutenant with the Contra Costa County Sheriff’s Search & Rescue Team and a licensed
EMT and Communications Specialist with the United States Department of Homeland Security
National Disaster Medical Systems (DMAT) Team CA-6, State of California Medical Assistance
Team. He has over 70 individual certifications in emergency management, medicine,
response, security, and fire services.
Richard has been married to his wife, Dede, for 37 years. They have two children, Robin and
Lindsay, one granddaughter and a grandson on the way.
Richard is admitted to practice law in California.
Email: Richard@hlg.lawyer
Mark Lindquist is the former elected District Attorney for Pierce
County, Washington.
His commitment to justice, accountability, and helping people brought him
to the Herrmann Law Group. He is working on Lion Air JT 610, Ethiopian
Airlines ET 302, and other litigation with Charles Herrmann and the team
at HLG. Most recently, he and colleague Anthony Marsh filed the first
vaping lawsuit in Washington State.
Mark began his legal career in the office of the Pierce County Prosecuting
Attorney in 1995. He worked his way up through the ranks, successfully
litigating cases, and became a Trial Team Chief and then Chief Criminal
Deputy.

He was appointed as the District Attorney in 2009, elected in 2010, and re-elected in 2014.
In his decade as the elected prosecutor, Mark made the community safer. He formed an Elder
Abuse Unit that was a leader in the country. He was the first in the state to use data-driven
prosecution. He filed a lawsuit against Big Pharma to hold them accountable for their role in
the opioid crisis.
Mark also tried some of the most significant cases in Washington, including the murder and
rape of Special Olympian Kimmie Daily, the murder and robbery of cab driver Mohamud
Ahmed, the murder of Nancy Gardner, and the Tacoma Mall shooting.
As the elected prosecutor, he also reviewed and made decisions on more than 50 officerinvolved shootings that resulted in fatalities. He brings this distinctive experience to his
analysis of lawful and unlawful use of force by police.
Mark has won many awards, including “The Special Pro Bono Leadership Award” from the
Pierce County Tacoma Bar Association, “Boss of the Year” from the National Association of
Legal Professionals, and “Outstanding Community Involvement” from Safe Streets. He cochaired the United Way campaign, is a senior fellow with the American Leadership Forum, and
serves on the boards of the Tacoma Community College Foundation and Tacoma City Club,
among other community activities.
He has taught Continuing Legal Education courses at Washington State Bar Association and
Tacoma Pierce County Bar Association conferences, as well as conferences for prosecutors
and other government attorneys. He is also available to speak with community service groups.
A nationally-renowned author, his bestsellers include The King of Methlehem, published by
Simon & Schuster, and Never Mind Nirvana, published by Random House. He also wrote a
series of columns for the Tacoma Pierce County Bar News, Zen Lawyer, which will be published
as a book in 2021.
His articles, reviews, and essays have been published in The New York Times Sunday
Magazine, The New York Times Book Review, The Los Angeles Times Book Review, The
Oregonian, The Seattle Times, Details Magazine, and many other publications.
Mark lives in the Northwest with his wife Chelsea and their daughter Sloane. He enjoys books,
movies, music, and spending time outdoors with his family.
Email: Mark@hlg.lawyer
Crystal R. Lloyd is driven by a passion for defending the rights of
individuals against mega insurance corporations. As a former claims
adjuster for a Fortune 100 insurance company, Crystal was privy to the
injustice individuals had to endure when faced with the seemingly
insurmountable task of navigating the complex claims process and
demanding fair results from insurance companies backed by goliath legal
teams.
Crystal has dedicated her legal career to assisting individuals overcome this
inherent power imbalance. She utilizes her unique understanding of the
insurance industry’s internal process for claims resolution to the advantage
of her clients and has a demonstrated record of obtaining justice in the form
of fair compensation for her clients.
As an attorney with HERRMANN LAW GROUP, Crystal has successfully resolved claims for clients
with injuries ranging from minor soft tissue to permanent paralysis. She currently manages
the pre-litigation department and strives to resolve all her clients’ claims in the most efficient
manner using informal negotiation tactics she has developed through the years as both an
insurance adjuster and associate attorney. However, when informal negotiations prove futile,
Crystal will fiercely advocate for her clients in court.

Dauntless in the face of a challenge, Crystal has proven to be an invaluable member of
HERRMANN LAW GROUP’s team of attorneys under the direction of senior litigator, Charles
Herrmann, representing the family of Antonio Zambrano Montes (2015 police involved
shooting in Pasco, Washington); several victims of the 2015 duck boat crash occurring on the
Aurora Bridge in Seattle, Washington; 21 victims of the 2012 Mi Joo Bus Crash occurring just
outside Pendleton, Oregon resulting in the death of 9 individuals and leaving 36 others
severely wounded – some permanently crippled; 15 victims of the 2013 crash of Asiana
Airlines flight OZ 214 occurring at San Francisco International Airport; 2 victims of the Amtrak
derailment in Dupont, Washington; student marching band victims of the 2018 University of
Washington bus crash occurring near George, Washington; and 22 victims of the deadly 2018
Lion Air Flight JT610 crash occurring over the Java Sea near Jakarta, Indonesia.
Crystal has been named one of the Top 40 Under 40 by The National Trial Lawyers due to her
outstanding leadership and service to her clients.
Crystal lives in Renton, Washington with her husband, Colin, and daughter Sierra. In her
free-time Crystal enjoys pursuing all the Pacific Northwest has to offer. In the summers she
can be found sailing around the San Juan Islands, camping in Olympic National Park, or hiking
the mountainous trails of the Cascade Mountains. In the winters, you will find her skiing or
snowshoeing near her home at Steven’s Pass. She also has a passion for photography and is
rarely seen without her camera. Her favorite subjects are the landscapes of her travel
destinations and, of course, her daughter.
Email: Crystal@hlg.lawyer
Anthony Marsh is dedicated to fighting for the rights of injured people
against those who harmed them. He is a fourth generation Washingtonian
with deep ties to the area, and a love for the Pacific Northwest. Because he
is the son of a Naval Officer, he moved all over the country growing up. But
when he decided to go to law school, he chose to come back to Seattle.
He started at the Seattle University School of Law, where he placed in the
top ten percent of his class. Then, he transferred to the UW School of Law,
where he graduated with grades in the top five percent of his class, earning
admission into the prestigious Order of the Coif honors society. In law
school, he also represented ordinary people in the Workers’ Rights Clinic,
helping laid off workers with their unemployment compensation appeals
and recovering withheld wages on behalf of construction workers.
So far in his career, Anthony has secured dozens of great settlements for his clients. For those
times when a settlement cannot be reached, he doggedly pursues the opposing party through
litigation. He is particularly proud to have helped Seattle’s minority communities, who are
frequently discriminated against by insurance companies.
Email: Anthony@hlg.lawyer
Sylvia Cabrera was born and raised in Mexico City, Mexico. She received
her J.D. from the Iberoamericana University in Mexico City. Later, a Master
of Arts in Diplomatic Studies from the Diplomatic Mexican Academy; a
Global Master of Arts from Tufts University, in Boston, MA and, recently a
LL.M. from Washington University in St. Louis, MO.
She joined the Mexican Foreign Service in 1998 and served in different
areas of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Mexico and abroad. She has
alternated her professional career in the public service and the academic
sector, as a professor in the areas of public international law, multilateral
and bilateral negotiations and world legal systems. Before joining our team,

she served as Deputy Consul at the Consulate of Mexico in Seattle for 6 years, where she was
deeply committed to providing better opportunities to the Mexican community in Washington
State by building alliances with numerous organizations and government agencies in the
Pacific Northwest to advance the rights of the Latino community.
Sylvia currently heads the Spanish department of our firm and is working hand-in-hand with
the Latino community, spearheading our effort to better serve the largest and fastest growing
minority in Washington State.
Sylvia is fluent in Spanish, English, French, Italian and Portuguese. She is admitted to practice
law in Mexico.
Email: Sylvia@hlg.lawyer

Zaskia Putri was born and raised in Jakarta, Indonesia. She obtained her
LL.B from the University of Indonesia. After graduating, she interned at a
litigation law firm in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia before continuing her career
as an associate attorney at a corporate law firm in Jakarta.
Zaskia migrated to Seattle to pursue her LL.M at the University of
Washington. During her time at the University of Washington, she interned
with the UW School of Law Moderate Means Program. Her focus was on
helping low income clients resolve legal issues related to family law,
landlord-tenant law, and bankruptcy law. Zaskia also clerked for King
County Superior Court Judge John Ruhl. Her duties while a court clerk
included dependency mediation and assisting the judge with his civil court docket duties.
Zaskia is fluent in Bhasa Indonesia. She is admitted to practice law in Indonesia and is pending
admission in Washington.
Email: Zaskia@hlg.lawyer
Xi “Cissy” Wang was born and raised in Beijing, China. She graduated from
Wuhan University with a Bachelor of Law and a minor in French Literature.
She earned her law degree from University of California, Hastings College of
the Law.
Cissy works primarily in the Seattle office where she focuses on personal
injury cases. She has handled hundreds of cases from the preparation stage
to negotiation and settlement. Her experience includes auto accidents,
wrongful death, and many other types of personal injury. She is dedicated to
serving injured people and their families.
Outside of work, Cissy enjoys spending time with her cat, practicing piano, learning French
and hiking with friends and family.
Email: cissy@hlg.lawyer

Julie Hwang Herrmann was born in Korea. She immigrated to the United
States when she was 12 years old. She attended Shorecrest High School in
Seattle and then graduated from the UW earning a B.S. in Psychology in
1986. After graduation, she first worked as a legal assistant for 3 years in
a law firm in Los Angeles.
She then returned to Seattle where she joined HERRMANN LAW GROUP in
1990. Because she is fluent in both English and Korean, she was
immediately assigned to cases involving the families of 89 victims of the
1983 shoot down of Korean Airlines flight KAL 007 by the Soviet military
over Sakhalin Island. Julie provided all in-house interpretation, worked
closely with each of our clients in answering all interrogatories and in
responding to requests for production of documents and in preparing the clients for their
depositions.
Subsequently, Julie worked in a similar role for 56 victims of the crash of Korean Airlines flight
KE 801 that occurred near the airport at Agana, Guam, on August 6, 1997; 86 victims of the
crash of Air China flight CA 129 near Gim Hae in 2000; the Mi Joo bus crash that occurred
near Pendleton, Oregon in 2012; and, has just now finished working in the same capacity for
numerous victims of the crash of Asiana flight OZ 214 at San Francisco in the summer of
2013. In these cases, Julie’s role as a paralegal expanded to include responsibility for
coordinating the exchange of information with experts such as the victims’ physicians and
psychologists, together with CPAs and economists, and cultural experts retained by the firm.
Combined with her 28 years of experience as a paralegal, Julie’s sensitivity and careful
attention to each of our clients won their trust, confidence, and respect. Much of our firm’s
success in these disaster cases is directly attributable to Ms. Herrmann’s efforts.
Email: Julie@hlg.lawyer

Holly Li (Li, Hong-Yan) serves as our Chinese paralegal in our Seattle
office. Born in the Peoples Republic of China, she attended Guangxi Normal
University at Guilin, China, where she earned her B.A. in English Literature
in 1982. She then taught high school English for 2 years.
She then attended the School of Law at the Shanghai Foreign Trade
Institute where she received her law degree in 1986 majoring in
international economics law. Holly then practiced law for four years in
Liuzhou, China. She was one of the first lawyers in all of China to specialize
in foreign trade and economics. She earned the trust and respect of
numerous clients as she represented them in cases involving bank loan and
real estate disputes, contract negotiations and divorces.
She and her husband immigrated to Seattle in the U.S. in 1990, where she cross-trained
herself by earning an Associates of Arts degree as a paralegal from Edmonds Community
College. She then launched her American law career as a legal assistant in a U.S. law firm.
She joined HERRMANN LAW GROUP in mid-2001 where she was soon promoted to Chinese
Community Representative functioning as a paralegal in the area of wrongful death and
personal injury for the firm’s local Chinese client base. She is currently handling complex
cases involving multiple deaths and injuries arising out of air disasters, admiralty, and auto
accidents.
Holly is fluent in English and Chinese including the Mandarin, Cantonese, Shanghai and
Taishan dialects.
Email: Holly@hlg.lawyer

Paige Lee worked as a paralegal in processing auto and truck accidents,
premise liability, all types of personal injury, and wrongful death cases since
1998. She has worked on and helped to resolve thousands of cases over
the years. This work includes conducting initial intakes and conferences,
assisting with prelitigation, managing client’s claims, processing settlement
distributions, as well as interacting with clients to help them work through
the complex issues of their case. She is experienced in managing a case
from the early discovery stages through mediation and trial, if necessary,
and dedicated to helping her clients navigate the legal process to obtain fair
compensation.
Paige is committed to making a personal connection with her clients and strives to have a
positive impact on their life through her work. She considers the opportunity to help clients
through a difficult situation both rewarding and inspiring.
Paige was born in Seoul, South Korea and has been living in Washington since 1982. She
attended the University of Washington where she received her Bachelor’s degree in
Communications. Paige has been happily married to her husband, Alex, since 1993 and has
two wonderful boys, Joshua and Caleb. When she isn’t busy cooking for her family,
volunteering in local organizations, or traveling, you may find her working hard at the driving
range searching for the perfect golf shot.
Email: Paige@hlg.lawyer
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ere are reports that Boeing is rushing to install new safety devices in its
 MAX airliners, following two fatal crashes in six months: the Ethiopian
Airlines crash less than a fortnight ago, and a Lion Air ﬂight last October,
which crashed into the waters oﬀ Indonesia shortly after take-oﬀ, killing
everyone on board.
e families of  of the Lion Air victims, including at least one Indonesian
member of Parliament, have ﬁled a lawsuit against Boeing in the United
States.
eir attorney, Charles Herrmann, speaks with e World Today's Sarah
Dingle from Indonesia.
SARAH DINGLE: ere are reports Boeing is rushing to install new safety
devices in its  Max airliners after two of those airliners crashed in six
months.
e most recent was the Ethiopian Airlines crash less than a fortnight ago,
but last October, a Lion Air ﬂight crashed into the waters oﬀ Indonesia
shortly after take-oﬀ - killing everyone on board.
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e families of  of the Lion Air victims, including at least one Indonesian
Member of Parliament, have ﬁled a lawsuit suing Boeing in the United
States.
eir attorney, Charles Herrmann, is currently in Indonesia.
I spoke to him a short time ago and asked him about the victims he
represents.
CHARLES HERRMANN: ey span all across society, every walk of life,
from members of parliament to high ranking government oﬃcials to
labourers, and then in some instances, people who were housewives or
retired.
A Mr Doler (phonetic) was a member of parliament from Pangkal Pinang.
Latif (phonetic) is high ranking in the Ministry of Finance.
ere were a number of people from the Ministry of Finance on the plane,
they had been attending a conference.
SARAH DINGLE: You ﬁled a law suit in Seattle on behalf of the families of
these victims. What are you alleging that Boeing failed to do in that law
suit?
CHARLES HERRMANN: Basically two categories of failures.
First, the equipment failed. is was a relatively brand new  Max, about
two and a half months old, and somewhere in the ﬂight control system,
whether it was the MCAS, the MCAS or the angle of attack sensor failed,
https://outline.com/2gYrJF
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giving a false reading that the plane was about to stall, which kicked in the
MCAS, forcing the nose of the plane down.
ere was a tug-of-war for several minutes which the pilots lost as they
crashed into the sea.
So there was an equipment system failure of the plane. at's number one.
Number two; to try to save money in training, Boeing did not even advise
the pilots of the presence of this brand new computer system, MCAS. e
pilots didn't even know it was there, and they gave no speciﬁc instructions
on how to respond, should there be a failure in this system.
e pilots literally were ﬁghting a ghost. Now we know that the pilots were
desperately searching through manuals trying to ﬁgure out what was going
on with the plane.
SARAH DINGLE: And you said just then that the pilots were ﬂipping
through the manual as the plane was going down. We've heard reports in
recent days of what was on the black box voice recorder in the cockpit of the
plane. What do those reports tell us about the last moments of the crew?
CHARLES HERRMANN: As I understand the reports - I should say this,
they have not released an oﬃcial transcript of the cockpit voice recorder, but
what has been reported is that the co-pilot actually started praying on the
way down.
I suspect that at that moment he realised there was no pulling it out. He was
asking God for a miracle which, of course, didn't come.
https://outline.com/2gYrJF
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SARAH DINGLE: Associated Press is reporting that Boeing is preparing to
install a new safety feature on the  Maxs, which will be a light which
alerts pilots as to whether the sensors are faulty and something is wrong.
What do you make of those reports? Is this an admission that something was
wrong from the outset?
CHARLES HERRMANN: Before I'm a lawyer, I'm a human being, and we
certainly want our skies and our planes able to be as safe as possible.
Frankly I applaud Boeing at this point to come up with a proper safety
device that would alert the pilots and to give proper training so that if they
do have a malfunction - because anything that can fail, will fail eventually,
and the pilots needs to know how to correct it or how to shut it oﬀ, so that
they can ﬂy the plane.
SARAH DINGLE: Lawyer Charles Herrmann, speaking there from
Indonesia.
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Lion Air Crash Families Say They Were
Pressured to Sign No-Suit Deal
By Hannah Beech and Muktita Suhartono
March 21, 2019

JAKARTA, Indonesia — The families were still mourning relatives lost in the crash of Lion Air
Flight 610 in Indonesia when they were crammed into a hotel conference room a few weeks after
the crash. Sign this form, they were told by employees of the low-cost carrier, and they would
receive 1.3 billion rupiah, or $91,600.
For those who lost breadwinners in the crash on Oct. 29, the money, government-mandated
compensation for loss of life in an aviation accident, was welcomed.
But that amount, while not insigniﬁcant for desperate families with bills to pay and children to
school, was roughly the minimum they were entitled to receive under Indonesian law.
And the conditions imposed by Lion Air before it would disburse the payments were complicated
and shocking, with some legal experts questioning their legality.
To collect the money, families had to sign a pledge, called a release and discharge, that they would
not pursue legal action against Lion Air, its ﬁnancial backers and insurers, as well as Boeing,
which manufactured the nearly brand-new 737 Max 8 plane.
Moreover, the signers promised not to disclose the terms of the agreement itself, a copy reviewed
by The New York Times shows.
Yet an Indonesian aviation act from 2011 speciﬁes that when heirs receive the governmentmandated payment, they do not give up their right to pursue legal action against a carrier or
other entities that may have been involved in an air accident.
“The heirs of the victims have no obligation or duty to sign any requirements, including release
and discharge,” said Ahmad Sudiro, the dean of the law faculty at Tarumanagara University in
Jakarta, the Indonesian capital. “It could be that the company is trying to be tricky. This signing
has no jurisdictional basis but this is what the company is trying to force the families to do.”
The document that relatives signed included an eight-page list of hundreds of other companies,
many subcontractors for Boeing, which also could not be sued if relatives were to claim the
money. Boeing ofﬁcials declined to comment on the agreement’s terms.
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“This is a very unorthodox document from Lion Air,” said Charles Herrmann, an American
lawyer who is representing clients from the Lion Air crash and who has litigated aviation accident
lawsuits for decades. “I’ve never seen anything like it.”

Family members of Lion Air Flight 610 victims throwing ﬂowers from the deck of an
Indonesian naval vessel in November during a visit to the site of the crash.
Beawiharta/Reuters

Nearly ﬁve months after Flight 610 hurtled into the Java Sea, many questions remain about what
caused the accident, which was followed on March 10 by the crash of Ethiopian Airlines Flight
302, another nearly new Boeing Max 8, outside Addis Ababa, the Ethiopian capital.
Investigations have centered on whether pilots may have been foiled by an automated system
designed to prevent stalls in the Max 8 that could have pitched the plane forward into a fatal
nose-dive when triggered by false data.
But for the families of the 189 people who died on Flight 610, some say their grief has been
exacerbated by an effort to pressure them to accept low compensation and renounce all rights to
sue.
Families said they were not allowed to take home copies of the release form to study it before
signing. Some said they were prohibited from bringing their own lawyers into the room to scan
the paperwork, even though the form said they “had been given the opportunity to consult with a
lawyer.”
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/21/world/asia/lion-air-crash-families-lawsuits.html
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A Lion Air ofﬁcial videotaped the family members who signed the form, some of the signatories
said.
“There was no time to read it carefully or check it,” said Latief Nurbana, a high-ranking civil
servant whose 24-year-old son was killed in the crash. “It is cruel and it is illegal.”
“The amount is small,” said Dedi Sukendar, a relative of one of the crash victims who said the
family agreed to sign the release form so that the dead man’s two children could afford to
continue their schooling. “But we wanted the psychological pressure to stop.”
Mr. Latief is among those who refused to sign.
The Indonesian Ministry of Transportation has sent letters to Lion Air reminding the carrier of its
obligation to conform to aviation regulations. A few days ago, the ministry received a reply from
Lion Air saying they would comply, transportation ofﬁcials said.
Lion Air ofﬁcials did not respond to questions about the form.
More than 20 relatives of those who died on Flight 610 have sued Boeing in the United States,
including the family of the plane’s co-pilot, Harvino, who ﬁled a suit claiming that the plane “was
defective and in a condition that rendered it unreasonably dangerous for its intended use.”
Following the Ethiopian Airlines crash earlier this month, countries around the world grounded
the 737 Max 8. The United States Department of Transportation has begun looking at
investigating the Federal Aviation Administration’s certiﬁcation of the best-selling plane model.
Pilots who ﬂew the Max 8 said they were not adequately informed about the new automated stallprevention system, nor were they instructed how to disable it should incorrect data prompt it to
seize control of the plane and propel its nose down.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/21/world/asia/lion-air-crash-families-lawsuits.html
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Families of the victims of Lion Air Flight 610 looking for personal items of their relatives
in October. Ulet Ifansasti/Getty Images

“Having two horrible accidents within months of each other has put the focus in the United States
on what is going on with the Max 8 and it strengthens our position on Lion Air,” said Mr.
Herrmann, who is also considering pursuing legal action against the Federal Aviation
Administration for certifying the plane model.
Lion Air, which has amassed 15 major safety lapses in its 20-year history, including two fatal
crashes, has a history of trying to use quick cash to make problems go away, according to
government investigators, air safety regulators and people involved in previous accidents.
One former Indonesian transportation safety investigator said that a Lion Air employee once
tried to hand over a black garbage bag full of cash when the investigator was probing the fatal
crash of a Lion Air ﬂight that overshot the runway in bad weather in 2004. When the investigator
declined the bag of cash, Edward Sirait, now president director of the Lion Air Group, asked why
the payment had been refused, the investigator said.
Such payments from Lion Air were common because transportation safety ofﬁcials were poorly
paid, former investigators said. A former high-level Lion Air employee conﬁrmed that when he
worked at the company, clandestine payments to government investigators, even for restaurants
and prostitutes, were routine.
Mr. Sirait did not respond to a request for comment on the account of the plastic bag full of cash.
In an interview last year after the Flight 610 crash, he did not express condolences for the loss of
life. He declined to discuss the unfolding investigation or maintenance logs detailing how the
plane had recorded various data problems in the days preceding the crash.
“I am not an engineer,” he said. “There are so many documents that I don’t know.”
Vinni Wulandari, the sister of Mr. Harvino, the co-pilot, said that since her family sued Boeing,
Lion Air has refused to pay out his pension and has not honored a verbal agreement to fund his
children’s education. The company no longer is willing to meet with her, she said.
“They’ve blocked my number,” Ms. Vinni said of Lion Air’s senior management. “It’s awful how
the company treats us. We are victims, too.”
Lion Air did not respond to requests for comment on her accusations.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/21/world/asia/lion-air-crash-families-lawsuits.html
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Mr. Latief, whose son, Muhammad Luthﬁ Nurrandhani, was among the Lion Air 610 victims, took
notice at how Tewolde GebreMariam, the chief executive of Ethiopian Airlines, quickly traveled to
the Flight 302 crash site and that other senior airline employees were seen comforting grieving
family members.
His son, Mr. Latief said, left behind a pregnant wife, who has since given birth to a boy. In
November, the family took Mr. Luthﬁ’s remains that were recovered from the Java Sea and buried
them in Jakarta.
Two months later, health ofﬁcials called and said they had more remains that they had neglected
to give Mr. Latief earlier. Did he want them? Mr. Latief said he did not want to upset his wife so he
had a second, tiny cofﬁn constructed and quietly buried it without telling her.
“We are humans, not animals,” he said. “We deserve dignity.”
Natalie Kitroeff contributed reporting from New York.
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Herrmann, An Attorney
Fighting for the Rights of
Asians
by Assunta Ng
Charles Herrmann is well-known in

the Asian community for reasons other
than his active Vietnamese wife. His
notoriety comes from bis determined
efforts on behalf of his Asian immigrant
clients in coun. There's also his
impressive track record of 90 percent
victories for his cases.
Herrmann's legal expertise is
insurance law. Any person who suffers
loss and/or injury due to fire, flood, car
accidents and other incidents, is

welcome in Hcrrmann's office.
In 1989,
Herrmann gained
international recognition for his pan in
developing and winning a $50-million
case against Korean Airlines (KAL) for
the 1983 accident where KAL <Xr1 was
shot down by Soviet aircraft over
Sakhalin, resulting in the death of all
269 people aboard.
At the uial, Herrmann represented
89 of the 102 Koreans aboard the flighL
Without the finding of willful
misconduct, the victims' families would
have been limited to compensation of
$7,500 per passenger. He accepted the
case at the request of a Tacoma man
wbo's cousin was one of the KAL flight
victims.
During the course of that case,
Hernnann traveled to Korea and Japan
on 22 occasions and spent a year in Asia
at his own expense (approximately
$100,000).
Another example of his success
took place in 1983 when he resolved
immigration problems for Vietnamese
boat people who were stranded in Hong
Kong after being denied entry into the

U.S.

His personal interest and
professional experience with Asian
immigrants has taught him a great deal
about Asian cultures. He finds that
Asians don't like to go to court to sue,
particularly when a friend or family
member is involved.
Herrmann is careful to explain that
if they win in a personal injury case, it
is the insurance company who pays, and
not their relatives or friends. Asians
just don't want IO embarrass anyone, be

Continued on Pase 11
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said, and try their best to protect family
and friends.
Herrmann also discovered that
Asians have particular ways of relating
to their family and relatives in financial
dealings, ways which are not customary
to the American system.
Once when a Chinese restaurant
burned down, there were few wage
claims because the owner had bis
relatives including children, wife and
cousins, working for him for little or no
pay. Yet it was unclear whether the
restaurant was a family partnership or
individual ownership.
The language and the cultural
differences probably frighten many
Asians away from fighting the
American legal system, Herrmann said.
It is difficult for many Asians to
understand completely what is written
on contracts or said to them, he
explained. The insurance company's
objective is to compensate as little as
possible to their customers, he said.
Herrmann's job is not letting
insurance companies get by with not
awarding compensation entitled to the
insured. He has good reason to enjoy
his work.
"It's more a case of personal
It's making money
satisfaction.
through helping people," he said. "I
don't want to look at my clients' purse.
I don't want any collection problem."
Perhaps, the major factor which
influenced Herrmann to go into
insurance law, has to do with his father,
Karl, who was once Washington state's
powerful Insurance Commissioner
1968-1976. His father remains active in
Herrmann and Associates as a senior
legal counselor.
A controversial figure, the senior
Herrmann was accused of being involved
in many conflict of interests situations
while he was the elected official. But
-

J,i;, C..11,cr.

He sai his da s troub e stemmed
from "stepping on toes of Lhe insurance
industry" for creating the nation's first
voluntary no-fault auto ins urance
program, known as PIP.
'!11e Personal Injury Protection plan
provides up to $25,000 in first party nofault benefits for medical expenses and
loss of wages.
To Herrmann, his father will
forever be his role model. He credits his
father's name and experience for adding
assets to his law team.

Charles Herrmann
Herrmann's Tacoma law firm is
growing. His second law office will
celebrate its grand opening on Mar. 16
at 1 p.m. in a new Chinatown building,
Eng Suey Sun Plaza, 815 S. Weller St.
"Chinatown is accessible to many
Asian groups," he said. "It is centtally
located."

Herrmann and Associates employs
nine Asian staff members, speaking four
Chinese dialects, Korean, Vietnamese,
Cambodian, Laotian, Thai and Tagalog.
The Chinese dialects spoken are
Shanghaiese, Fukiense, Cantonese and
Mandarin.
Included in his Asian staff are
former Judge James Su-Brown, a senior
attorney who was born in China, and
was adopted by missionary parents when
he was a child, and Eugenia Su-Brown
as the Chinese staff members of the
firm.
Graduated with honors from
Gonzaga University School of Law in
1975, Herrmann set up his first law
office in Tacoma in 1977.
The practice Herrmann and
Associates is not restricted to insurance
claims, but includes commercial
transactions, real estate, criminal defense
and immigration with special emphasis
on personal injuries.
Herrmann charges his client on a
contingency basis. This means that he
will not collect any fee from a client,
but will collect a percentage when the
client wins the case from the defense.

229 KILLED IN CHINA AIRLINE EXPLOSION - LOCAL ATTORNEY
CHARLES HERRMANN INVITED TO TAIPEI
Charles Herrmann, an attorney who has successfully recovered over $100 million
US dollars for victims of Asian airline disasters, has been contacted by several Taiwanese
families of victims of the destruction of China Airlines Flight CI 611 to assist them in the
painful legal process that will follow. “I know first hand the pain and anguish that the
families of these victims are suffering, and my heart goes out to them.”
In May of 2002, the flight exploded over the Strait of
Taiwan, killing all 229 aboard. Herrmann and his
team will be flying to Taipei to meet with several
families. Herrmann explained that the plane literally
broke in pieces as it was continuing to climb from the
Taipei airport Initial reports suggest that the
airplane’s destruction was due to mechanical
malfunction rather than pilot error.
The plane was an old Boeing 747-200 due to be retired from passenger service by
China Airlines. This was literally its last scheduled flight. “While no firm conclusions
can be drawn at this point, it appears likely that the cause of this accident will lie in the
failure of equipment manufactured in the United States,” Herrmann asserted.
“The cockpit voice recorder reflects strange, as of yet unidentified, noises shortly
before the plane came apart. The portions of the plane recovered from the ocean floor so
far do not bear any evidence of a fiery explosion, suggesting that the plane may have
suffered from structural failure caused by an inadvertent opening of the cargo door or
perhaps metal fatigue in the fuselage of the plane. Other experts speculate that the
disintegration of the plane may have been caused by ignition of fumes in an empty fuel
tank due to faulty wiring similar to the probable cause of the 1996 destruction of TWA
flight 800 off the Manhattan, New York coastline.” “What ever it takes – how long ever it
takes in the end, we will get to the bottom of why this aircraft disintegrated in midair”
Herrmann concluded.
Herrmann also said it will be a significant advantage to the victims to have a
viable lawsuit against Boeing here in Seattle. “Recoveries in the U.S. are higher than in
Taiwan. Further, given the availability of experts in the U.S., the follow-up investigation
by the attorneys in the course of the lawsuit is likely to be more thorough.
Given his extensive experience in representing Asians before the U.S. courts in air
disaster cases, Herrmann was asked to comment on the difficulties involved in presenting
damage cases for Chinese to U.S. juries. “It is extremely important that the attorneys
learn as much as possible about the Chinese culture. Business practices and accounting
methods are quite different from the norm in the U.S. The Chinese family structure is
virtually unknown in the America such as the roles of the head of the family and the
oldest son. Just getting the documentation properly translated and effectively working
through interpreters takes years of experience for the attorneys to eliminate the prejudice
that may otherwise result. The process involves much more than literally translating the
language. The culture itself must be presented in a manner that our American juries can
understand, accept and respect.”

Over the 19 years he has been representing Asians in air disaster cases, Herrmann
has assembled an international team of experts in the areas of aviation, accountants and
cultural experts as well as translators and interpreters.
Over $80 Million Recovered In Korean Airlines Crash Suit
Herrmann also announced today the settlement of 40 wrongful death and 5
survivor cases arising out of the 1997 crash of Korean Airlines flight KE 801 in Guam for
a total in excess of $80 million U.S. dollars. Herrmann secured the largest settlement in
the entire case in the amount of $9.5 million dollars for the death of a Korean
businessman on behalf of his surviving widow and two small children. The flight crashed
into Nimitz Hill near the airport at Agana, Guam, on August 6, 1997. Herrmann said that
the cause of the crash was a combination of multiple errors on the part of the airlines
flight crew and the airport’s air traffic controllers.
The pilots virtually attempted to land the plane 3 miles short of the runway. By
the time the plane’s ground proximity warning system went off the pilots had an
estimated 4 seconds to pull up and abort the landing. Instead, it took the crew 13 seconds
to react to the warning but it was too late.
Herrmann said the evidence further revealed that the ground control, owned and
primarily operated by the U.S. Federal Aviation Authority (FAA) failed to notice the
warning that registered on the electronic equipment they had at their disposal – the
Minimum Safe Altitude Warning System – and consequently made no effort to warn the
plane of its impending doom.
The plane’s wheels, which were down for landing, caught on an oil pipeline that
crested Nimitz Hill causing the plane to nose over into the trees, glance off the first ridge
and then impact head-on into the second ridge. Of the 254 passengers and crew on board
228 died and 26 survived.
“Incredibly, a full 20 minutes elapsed before anyone on the ground knew there
was a crash burning on the hill. Rescuers did not reach the crash site for nearly 1 ½ hours.
Experts estimated that about one half of the passengers and crew survived the initial
impact and were burned alive in the ensuing fire.”
“As I lay on the jungle floor in the cold night rain listening to the screams
of the other passengers, I saw a river of fire moving in my direction. I felt
the pain of a thousand knives stabbing me. I began to drift… I felt as
though I had died and had been delivered into Hell.” -KE 801 SurvivorAfter nearly 3 years of litigation, the Defendants agreed to not contest liability
and to only contest the amount of damages awardable to each victim’s family. Seven of
Herrmann’s cases remain pending before the U.S. District Court in Guam and are
expected to be tried next year.
Prior to his taking on the KE 801 case, Herrmann gained an international
reputation for his part in the litigation that arose out of the controversial shoot down of
Korean Air Lines flight “KAL 007” by the Soviet Union over Sakhalin Island in 1983.
He represented 89 families of the victims. After secret and lengthy negotiations in Korea,
Herrmann was able to secure the testimony of another Korean Air Lines’ 747 pilot. This
crucial testimony literally cracked the case. Herrmann’s role in that case was portrayed
in the HBO movie “Tailspin.” He eventually recovered $10 million dollars for one
family alone and millions more for the rest of his clients.

November 8, 2018

[Seattle, WA] Internationally renowned aviation attorney Charles Herrmann
announced today that his firm, the Herrmann Law Group, had successfully
settled lawsuits for multiple victims injured in the air crash of Asiana flight OZ
214 at the San Francisco airport in July of 2013.
The plane crashed while attempting to land flying too slow and too low striking
its tail on the bulkhead where the runway meets the sea. The plane then
flipped 360 degrees before crashing into the tarmac where most passengers
and crew were able to escape before it exploded in smoke and flames.

Herrmann explained: “The fault was shared by both Boeing and Asiana. The
plane was equipped with an auto-throttle system that functions somewhat
similar to a cars cruise control, maintaining a designated speed. However,
Boeing failed to provide proper instructions in its operating manual warning
the pilots that a certain combination of commands and settings would
automatically shut the auto-throttle off. By the time the pilots noticed they
were flying too slow and too low, it was too late. They could not pull the plane
up in time to avoid the crash.
“One tragic aspect of this horrible accident is the fact the Boeing had been
warned by the U.S. FAA that the technology installed on the plane had this
trap when a government pilot discovered it in a test flight. Boeing added the
additional information in the manuals of the 787-series aircraft but failed to
do so on the 777 involved in this crash, even the auto-throttle system was
essentially identical on both planes. Even so, Asiana pilots should have

become aware of the danger much sooner to take corrective action to avoid
the accident,” Herrmann explained. “They must share the blame.”
The Herrmann Law Group has represented victims of air disasters for over 35
years, beginning with their successful representation of 89 victims of the 1983
shoot down of Korean Airlines flight KAL 007 by a Soviet MIG over Sakhalin
Island. The firm has now represented well over 300 victims of air crash cases,
recovering in excess $200M in compensation for victims and their families.
Herrmann concluded: “I am particularly proud to have helped so many widows
who lost their husbands in these incidents to support their children, have the
means to educate them through college and get a good start in life. It’s very
rewarding to me on personal level. Besides, by determining who is at fault in
these accidents and holding them financially responsible, we help make the
skies safer for everyone.”

COMMENTARY: Herrmann Scholbe advises
bus crash victims
OCTOBER 2, 2015 BY NORTHWEST ASIAN WEEKLY LEAVE A COMMENT

Charles Herrmann and John Scholbe (Photo by George Liu/NWAW)

Seattle attorneys Charles Herrmann and John Scholbe announced that several family
members of victims of the horrific Ride the Ducks bus crash have contacted their firm for
legal advice. “The first thing I tell them is not to talk with representatives of the tour bus or
the Ducks companies, their associated travel agencies, and especially their insurance
companies. Regardless of how nice or helpful they may seem, the harsh truth is that part of
their job is to minimize claims of the victims. Naturally, everyone ought to talk freely with
their doctors, the investigating governmental authorities, their families as well as lawyers
they may retain, but then no one else,” Herrmann warned.
“Every survivor should have their injuries photographed immediately and throughout the
course of their healing in recovery. Graphic pictures revealing the appearance of their
wounds and their suffering will prove extremely valuable later when their claims are
presented. We can secure copies of medical and financial records later, but missed photos
are gone forever. Take many detailed photos now,” attorney Scholbe strongly advised.
Attorney Scholbe continued: “With the number of people killed and injured another
concern will be whether these companies were carrying enough insurance to adequately
compensate all of the victims. Given the number of deaths and horrific injuries in this
accident, the $5 million insurance required by law may prove woefully inadequate to fully

compensate all victims. Some victims may have their own underinsured motorist coverage
that may provideadditional compensation shouldthese companies’ insurance prove
inadequate.There may be others who share in the fault.”
Herrmann cautioned, “While it is too early to reach firm conclusions, we know the Duck
Boat crossed over the center line to crash into a Bellair tour bus traveling in the opposite
direction.The Duck 6 driver evidently attempted to change lanes into the left/inside lane
closest to the oncoming south bound lanes. It was at this point that he lost control of Duck
6. His vehicle began to slide sideways and crossed over into the southbound lanes where it
struck the driver’s side of the Bellair tour bus.
The roles of the drivers of the Duck boat, the tour bus company, and the other two cars
involved must be examined. If there were any mechanical failures, their maintenance and
management must also be reviewed.
Eyewitnesses report that the left front wheel of the Duck Boat malfunctioned. An
eyewitness following Duck 6 gave the following description of what he observed:

“The duck boat was signaling to enter the left lane. As it was making its turn to enter the
left lane, it seemed to lurch suddenly. I saw a bunch of smoke and what appeared to be the
front, left wheel pop off. It clipped a smaller SUV and basically almost t-boned into the
oncoming bus and spun around.”

Other witnesses said the left front wheel broke off from Duck 6 and that red fluid appeared
to coming out of that wheel well. The NTSB spokesperson confirmed that the left front axle
had been sheared off, although they could not yet determine whether it was broken prior
to, or during, the accident.

The Duck Boat is a WWII amphibious landing craft (DUKW) originally designed to deliver
troops and supplies from large ships onto beaches as part of military invasions. Duck 6 was
70 years old, manufactured in 1945. It was not originally intended to be driven on crowded
urban streets.According to information we have developed, Ride the Duck performs its own
maintenance on its fleet of 20 such Duck vehicles and would most likely be held
responsible for any mechanical failure on a 70 year old converted landing craft like Duck 6.
Critics have also complained that the Duck drivers are assigned too many tasks. They are
not only drivers, but they are also function as tour guides entertaining the passengers with
describing points of interest and regaling them with anecdotes, folklore and humor.
The roadway itself may prove critical. Was it designed properly? Were the lanes too
narrow? Should there have been median barriers? The State of Washington is responsible

for the roadway. Many times an accident is the result of a combination of errors or failures
on the part of multiple parties. It is often not the result of just one cause.

In this regard we note that the Aurora Bridge was built 83 years ago (1932) when traffic in
Seattle was far lighter.

It bears 6 lanes of travel – 3 in each direction at a speed limit of 40mph. These lanes are the
narrowest of any 6-lane bridge in the state. While the standard lane width is 12 feet, on the
Aurora Bridge, the center northbound lane is 9 feet, 3 inches wide. The other lanes on the
bridge are 9 feet, 6 inches wide to 9 feet, 8 inches. There is no median barrier to prevent
vehicles from accidently crossing over into opposing traffic.
Washington Department of Transportation (WDOT) years ago recognized that this stretch
of highway has one of the highest rates of accidents in the state. In 2003, WDOT proposed
that the sidewalks be placed under the bridge roadway to widen the lanes and to install a
median barrier to prevent this kind of accident.

Duck 6, the one involved in this accident was refurbished in 2005 with a new GM engine
and chassis by Ride the Ducks International the parent company. Further, the NTSB had
learned that Ride the Ducks International issued a warning in 2013 about potential axel
failure that needed to be repaired or monitored closely. It is unclear if the local franchise
Ride the Ducks Seattle received this warning from Ride the Ducks International. This Duck
is over 8 feet wide, nearly the width of the lanes.

All these questions present lines of inquiry to be pursued in the ongoing
investigation. While some of the pertinent facts are already known, a thorough
investigation will most likely take several months to a year to complete. However, nearly all
of the evidence is being preserved. Videos and/or photos of the actual crash will eventually
be available. All causes will be determined once the investigation is completed.
The law firm successfully represented numerous victims of the Mi Joo bus crash where the
tour bus driver lost control causing the bus to plummet off a cliff near Pendleton, Oregon in
2012.

Attorney Herrmann gained an international reputation successfully representing 89
Korean Victims in the shoot down of Korean Airlines Flight KAL 007 in 1983. In that case
he recovered $10 million U.S. Dollars for one family alone. He and his team of lawyers went
on to recover in excess of $150 million for 118 Korean victims of Korean Airlines accident
in Guam in 1997 and more recently Air China’s crash near Gim Hae in the Spring of 2002 as
Korea was co-hosting the World Cup. In that same year, Herrmann took on representation
of 62 Taiwanese victims of China Airlines flight CI 611 that exploded over the Strait of
Taiwan while in route to Hong Kong. The firm is currently representing victims of the crash
of Asiana flight 214 at San Francisco in the summer of 2013.

“The suffering of these victims in this bus crash is terribly similar to those in the Mi Joo bus
crash. Not only have they sustained serious physical injuries, the psychological trauma can
also be devastating. My heart goes out to all of these victims and their families. It has been
a horrific tragedy.”

The attorney concluded: “Finally, one of the problems these victims will face in presenting
legal claims for compensation lies in Chinese and American cultural differences. There
exist many differences such as roles in family like the head of family, the oldest son, taking
care of the elderly, even business customs, how salaries and fringe benefits are paid; the list
is long. All these Chinese cultural aspects must be effectively communicated to American
judges and juries. So, victims need to retain not only highly competent American lawyers,
the attorneys must also be thoroughly familiar with Chinese culture.” (end)

Anyone seeking more information can visit http://hslawfirm.comwhere we will be posting
information and more detailed advice; or contact Holly Li on her cell phone: (206) 369-4611
or her email: holly@hslawfirm.com.

Lawyer: 4 victims of Ride the Ducks crash settle with
company midtrial for $8.25 million
November 8, 2018

A
Ride the Ducks vehicle collided with a charter bus on the Aurora Bridge on Sept. 24, 2015. (Ken Lambert / The Seattle Times)

The largest share of the partial settlement, $7 million, will go to the family of an
18-year-old Indonesian student who was killed in the 2015 crash.
By
Seattle Times staff

A Seattle lawyer representing several victims of the fatal 2015 Ride the Ducks crash on the Aurora Bridge
says four of the plaintiffs have settled their cases for a total $8.25 million in the middle of a civil trial
ongoing in King County Superior Court.
Attorney Lara Herrmann said most of that sum — $7 million — will go to the family of 18-year-old
Privando Putradanto, an Indonesian student who was killed in the accident. The other settlements included
600,000 to Jae Won Jang, a college student who suffered permanent injuries to his back, neck and shoulder;
a $375,000 payment to Florencia Irena, another Indonesian student, who suffered a fractured collarbone; and
a payment of $275,000 to Na Ra Yoon, a Korean student who suffered broken bones in both her hands.

Herrmann said the settlement represented “fair compensation” to the victims and, as
importantly, showed their families and countrymen from Indonesia and South Korea that
justice can be sought and achieved for anyone in the American judicial system.

The settlement involves Ride the Ducks Seattle and Ride The Ducks International only, and
that the victims’ claims against the city of Seattle and the state of Washington remain
active.
The trial, which is expected to last several more months, is ongoing in superior court.

4 victims of Ride the Ducks crash settle
NOVEMBER 15, 2018 BY NORTHWEST ASIAN WEEKLY LEAVE A COMMENT

By Staff
NORTHWEST ASIAN WEEKLY

Devastation from the fatal Duck bus collision on the Aurora Bridge. (Photo from Seattle Fire
Department)

Four of the dozens of victims of the 2015 Ride the Ducks crash in Seattle have reached an
$8.25 million settlement in the middle of a civil trial ongoing in King County Superior Court.
Attorney Lara Herrmann said on Nov. 8 that $7 million will go to the family of 18-year-old
Privando Putradanto, an Indonesian student who was killed in the accident. The other
settlements included $600,000 to Jae Won Jang, a college student who suffered permanent
injuries to his back, neck, and shoulder; $375,000 to Florencia Irena, another Indonesian
student who suffered a fractured collarbone; and $275,000 to Na Ra Yoon, a Korean
student who suffered broken bones in both her hands.

Five people were killed and dozens injured on Sept. 15, 2015, when one of the Ride the
Ducks boats careened into oncoming traffic on the Aurora Bridge, slamming into a tour bus
full of foreign students. An investigation showed an axle on the Duck boat had broken.

Herrmann said all of the survivors also suffer from post-traumatic stress issues.
She stressed that the settlement involves Ride the Ducks Seattle and Ride The Ducks International only, and
that the victims’ claims against the city of Seattle and the state of Washington remain active.
“We are still engaged in negotiations with representatives of the city and state,” Herrmann said.
The four cases are part of a lawsuit that includes claims from a total of 42 people who were killed or hurt that
day. A months long trial began in October.
Five people were killed and dozens injured on Sept. 15, 2015, when one of the Ride the Ducks boats — an
amphibious truck-boat dating to World War II — careened into oncoming traffic on the Aurora Bridge,
slamming into a tour bus full of foreign students. An investigation showed an axle on the Duck boat had
broken.
The lawsuit alleges the accident stemmed from poor design, manufacture and maintenance of the Duck
vehicles.
Herrmann said the settlement represented “fair compensation” to the victims and, as importantly, showed
their families and countrymen from Indonesia and South Korea that justice can be sought and achieved for
anyone in the American judicial system.
“We really felt that these settlements achieved what we were asking for,” she said.
The trial, which is expected to last several more months, is ongoing in superior court. Jurors took a field trip
earlier this week to a warehouse to view the wrecked vehicles.
Seattle Times staff
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Seattle Law F irm Settles
Kore an Airline Suit
by Fidelius Kuo
NW Asian Weekly

Moncy can never replace 1hc
life of a relative HQ\11,·ever. for the
families of 89 victrn., of Korean

Airline Aight IKXJ7, ll will have to
do. Thirteen years ago, the Boeing
747 strayed O\lcr Soviet airspace
and was shot down by Soviet po·
lots who mistook it for a spy
reconnaisancc plane.
Last week. Ille law offoces of

they and o<her attorneys had come
10 a $10 million dollar scnlemcnl
wi1h KAL on behalf of Ill• famihes
of 89 viaim.,.
On Scp,ember I, 198J. flighl
#007, a non-stop flight from New
York to Seoul, Korea, strayed almost 3CK> miles from ,ts intended
route into Soviet a1r space.
Soviet jct fighters were deployed
Henge Ille KAL air•
hner.
pwasshotdownbyone
orrwommilcsandcrashcd into the

Sea of Japan.
Scattle attorney Oiarles Herrmann,
All 269JlU',Cngersdi<d. mclud"loca
_ _•ed
_ in_Ot_i_na_1_0wn
_ ._annoo
_ _n_ccd
_ ~ in_g,:.6- I_ A_m_ericans and one U.S

Congressman.
The Soviet> claimed uo.1 lllcy
uied lo hail lhe KAL jc~ ordcnng
ii IO follow them IOI landingbut Illa! the KALjcl ignored 111cm.
Believing the jet wa" indeed a
reamnaisana: plane on a ,py mission. they fired on the plane
Americans claimed the Soviets
knew the jct wa, a civilian aircraft.
yet fired w1thou1 wam1ngorprovo-

cauon.
Four years later, American mtclligcncc experts analyzing Sovid

conJinutd on pagt 14

intdhgcnce on the response to Aighl #('(fl
a,ndudedlheSovictsindcedmislooklhec1•
vilian flight for a reronnatWK"e flight
The International Civol Av ..tion Organi·
zatloo, a U.N affiliale, mves11ga1cd and reJCClcd the asscrtJOn that Flight #017 wa,, on a
<py m1SSJon.
In 1985, a widow of one of the YIC'lims.
Park Sun-Yoong, filed a lawsuit 1hrough
Hcmnann '• off.a, agamsl KAL on behalf of
her dcccascd husband, Kim Chung·Yeung
and S8 olhcr v«.--rims' famihes.

In 1929, the Warsaw Coovenuon SCI a
$75,000 hmll on the amoon, of compcnsa•
tory damage a surv1v1ng family member

could sue for 1n an mtcmationat av111ion in
cidcn~ unless lllcy could also prove "wollfull
misconduct" oo behalf of the airline.
In•Alab>sa Alex.- v. KAL." a 1984
WSlli~ pl&1n1iffs argued that thc KAL fli&ht
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mg llley might may into Soviet airspace.
In 1989,a U.S federal court found lllal
the crew of flight #007 was Ind=! guilty of
"willful mi!<.vnduct" and thal lhe families of
flighl #007 could seek •unhmiled compensatory damages," prm oded lhal the >1ct1ms
purchased their tockcts in the Unoted States.
Of the 269 viCIJms, 180 did DOI qualify
under the U.S. purchase "ipulatioa. Their
families received only S75,000.
Park could sue because her husbond. Kim.
pu.-hos uckct 1n lhe Uniled States. Kim
was 1n the United States. sccmg off hJS son
whohac.lJU.\tentercd a private school in N
Jcrs<y. Ile w.. returning to Sou1h Korea w
lhe ai,pbnc was downed
Kim's sunrivmg family members ha:
lllcir lawsuit on h,s earning pottnlial s·
he owned three bus cornpanic! a d a~"'""
& loon assoc1a1ioo, Ille family est
the
IA

Jc.I mtsS rrulhons or dollars
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FW couple joins lawsuit over fatal
Oregon tour bus crash

COURTESY PHOTO

The Dec. 30 crash in Eastern Oregon's Blue Mountains is considered among the deadliest in the state's history. A tour bus
crashed through a guardrail and rolled down an embankment along an icy Interstate 84.

By GREG ALLMAIN
Federal Way Mirror reporter
JANUARY 21, 2013 · UPDATED 1:07 PM

Two Federal Way residents, husband and wife Woon-Jae Lee and Jung-Nyeo Lee, have joined a lawsuit
over the tour bus crash that killed nine people and injured 38 more in Oregon in late December.
Jung-Nyeo Lee, the wife, is still recovering in a Portland-area hospital from multiple fractures she received
as a result of the crash. Woon-Jae Lee, her husband, is also the personal representative of the estate of
his sister, Ae-Ja Kim, who was one of the nine killed. He will be seeking damages as part of the lawsuit
against Mi Joo Travel and Tour of Vancouver, B.C.
Lee's brother-in-law, Man-Sum Kim, is currently recovering from two broken legs in a Portland hospital.
The Kims had been staying with the Lees while they visited from South Korea.

The Dec. 30 crash in Eastern Oregon's Blue Mountains is considered among the deadliest in the state's
history. A tour bus crashed through a guardrail and rolled down an embankment along an icy Interstate
84.
Attorneys Charles Herrmann and John Scholbe amended their initial complaint against Mi Joo Travel to
include the company's president, Edward Kang, as well as the driver of the bus on that fateful night,
Haeng-Kyu Hwang.
The complaint filed by the attorneys indicate that they feel that Mi Joo, Kang and Hwang were all
negligent and that their actions directly led to the fatal bus crash.
"The deadly combination of driver fatigue, ignored warnings, and excessive speeds in hazardous winter
conditions were dictated by management policies established by Defendant Edward Kang that were
based upon cost and profit considerations rather than the safety of their passengers," the complaint
alleged.
Herrmann noted that the driver was fatigued after working well in excess of the hours allowed by federal
regulations. An order by the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration, revoking the company's permit,
found that "Mi Joo Tour and Travel allowed its driver…to drive far in excess of the maximum hours of
service (70 hours)…driver Hwang was at 92 hours when he was involved in a crash resulting in 9
passenger fatalities, and 39 passenger injuries."
The night of the crash, conditions on the roadway were icy and foggy. According to the complaint,
eyewitnesses place the speed of the bus at or above 70 mph, well above the posted 55 mph speed limit.
"I was somewhat surprised to read in the press release of Mi Joo's defense counsel where he agreed with
me that ice was present on the roadway and an important factor in the accident," Herrmann said,
"although I'm not sure he realizes the significance of his further admission that before the accident Mr.
Hwang had driven only 2 and a half hours, including a rest stop. The hotel they departed from earlier was
approximately 203 miles from the scene of the accident. If you do the math, it calculates out to more than
an 81 mph average."
Herrmann noted that the type of calamity that fell the passengers of the Mi Joo tour bus is unusual, and
that they're fighting to make sure those left behind are properly compensated.
"Our hearts go out to not only the bereaved families of the deceased, but also to those such as our clients
Mrs. Lee and Mr. Kim who have suffered catastrophic disabling injuries. We are also deeply concerned
about the emotional trauma experienced by virtually all of these victims. Few people have ever
experienced the psychological trauma created by this degree of violence and resulting carnage."
Contact Federal Way Mirror reporter Greg Allmain at gallmain@fedwaymirror.com or 253-925-5565 ext.
5054.

http://www.federalwaymirror.com/news/187781201.html#
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• Pre sidente del BCIE muri6:

TRAGEDIA AEREA DEJA 5
MUERTOS EN HONDURAS

El plloto de la ae ronave muri6 a causa del accldente. Al parecer no pudo frenar sobre la pista y sa116 a una carretera. El lmpacto fue mortal. (EFE)

egucigalpa. (EFE) - Un avi6n de TACA con
T
al menos 133 personas abordo que se
accident6 al aterrizar en Tegucigalpa, con un

saldo de cinoo muertos y 60 heridos, se parti6
en tres y es un milagro que la tragedia no haya
sido mayor, dijeron testigos ocu!ares y pasaje-

ros.
SEVENDEN
MAQUINAS
DETRAGA
MONEDAS:
RULETA,

PINBALL,
POCKERYMAS
TEL: 2254·9898;
8828-3333

•Siento que he vuelto a nacer, que DK>s
tiene algo especial para mr, coment6 neivioso
el ex ministro de lndustria y Comercio hondureno, Norman Garcfa, uno de los pasajeros del
vuelo 390 de la empresa satvadorei'\a Transportes A8reos del Continente Americano
(TACA).
Garcia afirm6 que el p11oto del avi6n hizo
dos intentos por aterrizar y que en el segundo
se produjo el accidente al salirse de la pista y
terminar su recorrido en una vfa pllbltea muy
transilada.

La aeronave, un Airbus A320, parti6 de
San Salvador hacia Miami (EE.UU.) con esca·
las en Tegucigalpa y San Pedro Sula, las dos
ciuctades mas importantes de Honduras.
Al aterrizar, el avi6n se sali6 de la pista
del Aeropuerto Toncontrn, en el exlremo sur de
Tegucigalpa, con 126 pasajeros y siete tripulantes, seglm una fuente de TACA.
Entre las cinco victimas mortales figura el
nicaragOense Hany Brautigam, presktente del
Banco Centroamericano de lntegraci6n Econ6mica (BCJE), quien regresaba de San Salvador, donde el jueves asisti6 a la cumbre de
los palses del Sistema de la lntegraci6n Centroamericana. Ademas se confirm6 la muerte
de una muier identificada como Jeanne Chan-

tal Neele y Jos~ Romero, pero no fueron revelas sus nacionalidades.
El ala izquierc:la le cay6 encima a un taxi,
en tanto que otro vehrculo qued6 destruido al
ser impactado por el aparato.
Los bomberos tuvieron que romper con
herramientas la cabina del avi6n para sacar'a
los pasajeros que venfan en primera ciase, asi
como a los pilotos y otros miembros de la tripulaci6n.

Despu8s del accidente, el presidente de
Honduras, Manuel Zelaya, orden6 que los
aviones comerciales grandes que aterrizan en
Tegucigalpa k> hagan de ahora en adelante en
la base militar de Palmerola, 75 ki16metros al
norte de la <'.Anita!.

Herrmann Law Group representing victims
MARCH 9, 2015 BY NORTHWEST ASIAN WEEKLY LEAVE A COMMENT

Charles Herrmann

Charles Herrmann of the Herrmann Scholbe law firm, with
offices in Chinatown and Tacoma, is leading an international
team of lawyers representing 33 Hispanic victims of the
crash of TACA flight 390 that overshot the runway while
attempting to land at Tegucigalpa, Honduras. Five survivor
cases filed in the USA, the largest of which settled for
$1,750,000.00. The remaining cases are currently being
litigated in Honduras or in Costa Rica.

He has just recently been chosen by the widow and two
daughters of Antonio Zambrano-Montes, the individual
gunned down by police in Pasco, Washington on February
10, 2015 with the shooting completely recorded on several eyewitness videos. (end)
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